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Abstract

Industry 4.0 stands for the 4th Industrial revolution and the new paradigm of autonomous and decentralized control in production. Products and production systems are enhanced to Cyber Physical Systems which have the capability to communicate with each other, to build ad-hoc networks and for self-control and self-optimization. From the IT-perspective this involves a new level of networking, data integration and data processing in production. Established technologies like Internet of Things, Cloud or Big Data are propagated solution-components of Industry 4.0. So far, there is no founded elaboration of IT-requirements and no differentiated discussion on how solution-components fulfil these requirements. This research uses the method of content analysis to extract requirements of Industry 4.0 from current research publications. Objective of analysis is a structured compilation of requirements regarding data processing. The resulting category scheme enables further development of solution-components in the application domain of Industry 4.0. Furthermore, this paper shows how the requirements can be matched to the capabilities of Big Data software solutions. As a result, two general use cases for Big Data applications in Industry 4.0 were identified and characterized.
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1 Introduction

The continuous evolution in the field of information systems has the potential to enhance established solutions in almost every field of human creation (Lee, 2008). In the field of production, this development enhances the 4th Industrial Revolution, frequently noted as Industry 4.0. Global mega trends, such as globalization, individualization or demography lead to shortened product life cycles, higher product variety and increase dynamic and complexity on the market side. To remain competitive under these conditions, a company’s production has to be highly flexible and adaptable (Westkämper, 2011). Industry 4.0 propagates the objective of an autonomous and decentralized production (Bauernhansl et al., 2014) to address the increasing dynamic and complexity on the market. Products and production systems have to be enhanced to Cyber Physical Systems (CPS). CPS are able to communicate with each other, to detect their environment, to interpret available data and to act on the physical world (Lee, 2008). These characteristics of CPS enable autonomous and decentralized production networks which have the capability for self-control and self-optimization. This new production paradigm of Industry 4.0 fundamentally improves industrial processes and leads to a higher efficiency in production. Autonomous and decentralized production has specific requirements for IT-support. Established technologies like Internet of Things, Cloud or Big Data are propagated solution-components of Industry 4.0 (Kagermann et al., 2013).
So far, there is no founded elaboration of IT-requirements and no detailed discussion on how solution-components fulfil these requirements. The description of requirements can mostly be found in an implicit form. Publications either describe requirements on a high level of abstraction, declared as challenges or by artefacts resulting from design science research. Solution-components are named but not specified. Detailing of IT-requirements and matching with capabilities of solution-components is a necessary step for further research, development and evaluation.

This paper analyses the requirements of Industry 4.0 with the focus on data processing and matches the requirements on the capabilities of the solution-component Big Data. It is structured in 5 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces to topic and motivation. Chapter 2 explains the background of Industry 4.0 and the capabilities of Big Data solutions. Chapter 3 describes the method used to extract data processing requirements from current research publications. Chapter 4 presents and explains results. Chapter 5 closes with discussion of requirements and matching with capabilities of Big Data solutions.

2 Background

2.1 Industry 4.0

In Industry 4.0 products and production systems like machines, warehouses and operating resources are enhanced to CPS and are connected to global production networks (Kagermann et al., 2013). These intelligent entities in production are able to communicate with each other, interpret available data, trigger actions and together have the capability for autonomous self-control and self-optimization (Lee, 2008). Intelligent products can be clearly identified, located at all times, know their history, status and alternative ways to completion. Intelligent production systems are connected to company’s business processes, IT-systems and to the entire value chain in the production network. This enables real-time control and optimization of the value chain, starting with an order to the final delivery of the product (Kagermann et al., 2013). The convergence of the physical world and the digital world with CPS enables the new paradigm of autonomous and decentralized production (Brettel et al., 2014; Monostori, 2014).

Figure 1. Solution-components of Industry 4.0

To fulfil the vision of Industry 4.0, a variety of concepts and solution-components are drawn and discussed in current research (Figure 1). This includes, but is not limited to (1) Cyber Physical Systems as intelligent entities in production (Sztipanovits et al., 2013), (2) Internet of Things as communication platform for CPS (Madisetti and Bahga, 2014), (3) Cloud solutions for decentralized services (Verl et al., 2013) and (4) Big Data solutions for high-performance processing of large data amounts in production (Kagermann et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013).
A typical application scenario in Industry 4.0 are intelligent products, carrying all necessary information about their production processes. These products communicate with available and appropriate production resources in the value chain and decide on their own which steps to take next. Another scenario are intelligent machines who are able to predict breakdowns or quality problems and organize maintenance in time. They use patterns and knowledge in historical data from the production network to enhance their decisions processes and take actions.

2.2 Big Data software solutions

Big Data software solutions are an important component of Industry 4.0 (Kagermann et al., 2013). A closer look on Big Data software solutions brings a wide variety in characteristics, capabilities and applications (Schmarzo, 2013). Apache Hadoop is one of the most wellknown Big Data software solution, however, there is a great variety of others solutions e. g. Redis, SimpleDB, CouchDB, MongoDB, Terrastore, HBase or Cassandra (Cattell, 2011).

A common denominator is the usage of NoSQL data bases. Several taxonomies have been proposed to classify the different NoSQL data bases (Cattell, 2011; Pokorny, 2013). Pokorny (2013) for instance uses the criteria of the data model and identified three kind of models: Column-oriented (e. g. Cassandra), key-value (e. g. SimpleDB) and document-based (e.g. Mongo DB). Another criteria for classification of Big Data solution is the principle of data processing (Agrawal et al., 2011). The first principle is batch processing and distributed computing of data (Gupta et al., 2012). Large and complex data is split into small subsets and then processed concurrently. A common algorithm is MapReduce which is tuned for a specific use cases. A representative software solution for this principle is Hadoop HDFS with MapReduce (White, 2012). The second principle is to store data in a semi-structured data model which is adapted to the specific access pattern of a use case (Kaur and Rani, 2013). This enables real-time queries and random access on data without time-consuming operations and data joins. The software solutions Cassandra (Hewitt, 2010), SimpleDB (Chaganti and Helms, 2010) or MongoDB (Chodorow, 2013) are representatives of this principle.

Both classification criteria (data model, principle of processing) are important characteristics, when selecting a proper solution for the data processing requirements of a use case. Table 1 compares four different Big Data software solution regarding general capabilities and characteristics. Each solution is a representative for the classification described above. A final selection of an appropriate Big Data software solution depends on use case, existing infrastructure and application scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIG DATA SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities /Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch processing / distributed computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP theorem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Capabilities and characteristics of representative Big Data software solutions
3 Method

A widely accepted method in IS research to make valid interference from text can be found in the scientific technique of content analysis (Myers, 1997). Content analysis uses clear rules and systematic procedures for analysis and interpretation of text (Klenke, 2008; Krippendorff, 2004; Mayring, 2000). Compliance of rules and procedures delivers rigorous and replicable results (Krippendorff, 2004). Core of the content analysis is a category scheme, achieving the objectives of analysis. Categories can be developed by deduction from theory or by induction using the analysed material (Mayring, 2000). As relevant theory in the field of Industry 4.0 is widespread in various scientific disciplines (production, logistic, IT, AI, mathematics…), this study uses an inductive category development approach based on scientific publications in the field of Industry 4.0. This allows a grounded interpretation of material without pre-assumptions.

3.1 Process of content analysis

The analysis of requirements in the field of Industry 4.0 regarding data processing was conducted using the process of content analysis according to Mayring (2000, 2008). Vision, objectives and concepts behind the idea of Industry 4.0 are object of analysis. Objective of analysis is the structured compilation of explicit and implicit requirements for data processing in the Industry 4.0 concept. The research questions are: (1) What are the requirements regarding the data that need to be processed? (2) What are the requirements regarding the processing of the data?

Scientific publications (material) in the field of Industry 4.0 constitute the basis for this analysis. The search was conducted on journal papers, conference papers and white papers from the following scientific sources: general databases (ScienceDirect, IEEE Explore), German journal data bases (ZWF, WT, IM) and institutions/federations (Fraunhofer, VDI, Acatech, NIST). Publications were filtered using the keywords ‘industry 4.0’, ‘cyber physical system’, ‘internet of things’, ‘autonomy’, ‘decentralized’, ‘self-control’ in combination with the keyword ‘production’, ‘manufacturing’ or ‘logistic’. The filter was applied on title, abstract and keywords of publications. The search resulted in 87 publications in the period 2005 to 2014 (see appendix). Thereof, 55 research publications are written in German.

After selection of the material, rules for the process of category development were defined. Therefore, unit of analysis, selection criteria and level of abstraction were specified. The unit of analysis defines rules for the amount of text which is the basis for interpretation. As requirements are mostly described in implicit form, we choose ‘phrase’ as minimum and ‘section’ as maximum unit of analysis. This allows understanding and interpretation of requirements in the individual context of the paper. The selection criteria defines decision rules whether a unit of analysis contributes to the research question and objectives of analysis. In case of data processing, we analysed requirements regarding (1) Data: types, structure, format and sources and (2) Processing of data: operations, performance and conditions. The level of abstraction defines the rules to build a category for a unit of analysis which fulfils the selection criteria. In case of data processing requirements of industry 4.0, the rule is to choose the level of abstract in a way that categories for requirements are not specific to any approach or solution, but are applicable to the idea of Industry 4.0 in general.

As a next step, one researcher reviewed parts of the material applying the defined rules. The review was conducted using the software MAXQDA 11. The categories derived in this first loop were built closely from material. After the review of 30 publications, 31 row categories for requirements were derived. At this point, a revision of rules and category scheme was conducted using a cluster analysis to merge related aspects and to receive distinct categories. Each content of 22 resulting categories was then checked for reliability and its fit in the category. Therefore, a code description and anchor examples for each category have been defined. Based on the resulting categories and codes the final examination of the material was conducted. A summative check of reliability was performed upon the coding of a second researcher. Therefore, the second researcher was instructed in object, objectives, research question and rules and then analysed the complete material. Mayring (2008) proposes a relia-
bility of at least 70% for acceptable results of a content analysis. The summative reliability was calculated according to Holsti (1969) and proves the reliability of this analysis. Table 2 shows the aggregated reliabilities for each main category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description / Category</th>
<th>C10</th>
<th>C20</th>
<th>C30</th>
<th>C40</th>
<th>C50</th>
<th>C60</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Codings of Coder 1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codings of Coder 2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching Codings</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summative Reliability</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of codings and summative reliability by main category

4 Results

The result of the content analysis is a structured compilation of Industry 4.0 requirements regarding data processing. It provides a comprehensive view on the data that need to be processed and on the processing of that data in an Industry 4.0 production. Analysed publications only address certain aspects or solution-components of Industry 4.0 and rarely describe requirements or structures for requirements. Table 3 shows the resulting category scheme with 6 main categories and 22 subcategories describing object, subject and conditions of data processing. According to our two research questions, it is grouped in requirements for data and for processing of data.

The first main category ‘Data Model’ (C10) shows requirements for characteristics of data, structure and sources to integrate in the context of Industry 4.0. The subcategory ‘Unify semantics’ contains requirements for a unified description of information and meanings in production. The unification of interfaces between entities in production are content of the next subcategory ‘Unify interfaces’. Together, semantics and interfaces address communication and data exchange among CPS in a comprehensive production network which various systems and objects. The second main category ‘Data Integration’ (C20) refers to different perspectives of data integration within an enterprise and beyond. The first subcategory ‘Integrate life cycle’ contains requirements to integrate life cycle data of CPS in engineering and operation processes. The next subcategory ‘Integrate horizontally’ focuses on requirements to integrate data along the value chain in an entire production network. The third subcategory ‘Integrate vertically’ contains requirements to integrate data from the automation pyramid (enterprise-, control-, device- and sensor-level). The third main category ‘Data content’ (C30) shows requirements for necessary data to be processed in Industry 4.0. Necessary data comprises product data, production process data, business data and data from sensors and actors.

The fourth main category ‘Decision processing’ (C40) refers to requirements for autonomous, decentralized self-control and self-optimization performed in CPS networks. Requirements to build CPS networks dependent on environment and current situation are dedicated to subcategory ‘Ad-hoc networking’. The next subcategory ‘Optimize network’ focuses on requirements for overall system goals and optimization when local decisions are made by CPS. The subcategory ‘Admit autonomy’ contains requirements for autonomy and freedom in decision processes in CPS networks. Requirements for utilization of models of the current production are part of the subcategory ‘Utilize models’. The next sub-category ‘Monitor conditions’ contains requirements for CPS to monitor, diagnose and perform actions online. The fifth main category ‘Knowledge processing’ (C50) refers to requirements for processing of actual and past data to generate additional value for decisions. The subcategory ‘Detect patterns’ contains requirements to use data analytics to identify optimization potentials in production. Requirements to prepare, filter and compile data to support decision-making are part of the subcategory ‘Prepare data’. The next subcategory ‘Transform know-how’ contains requirements to transform expert knowledge and experience in information models. Requirements to use past data for predictive analysis are dedicated to the subcategory ‘Predict parameters’. The sixth main category
‘Real-time’ (C60) focuses on requirements for processing performance. Requirements for access the status of entities in real-time are part of the subcategory ‘Access status’. The next subcategory ‘Access description’ contains requirements for access the description of an entity, in real-time. Real-time requirements to build CPS networks are dedicated to the subcategory ‘Build networks’. The subcategory ‘Control production’ contains requirements for real-time operative production control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Requirement Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data model (C10)</td>
<td>Unify semantics (C11)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Unify information models and meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unify interfaces (C12)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unify interfaces and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data integration (C20)</td>
<td>Integrate life cycle (C21)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Integrate data along the life cycle of CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate horizontally (C22)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Integrate data along the value chain and network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate vertically (C23)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Integrate data of the automation pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data content (C30)</td>
<td>Include product data (C31)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Include product data and description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include process data (C32)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Include production processes data and description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include business data (C33)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Include business data and parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include sensor data (C34)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Include sensor and actor data from CPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Resulting Categories for data processing requirements of Industry 4.0.

5 Discussion

5.1 Data processing requirements of Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 seeks to improve production processes and efficiency. This improvement requires a comprehensive integration of data (C20) and standardized semantics and interfaces (C10) to enable efficient communication and data exchange. Requirements for data integration include the horizontal, vertical and life cycle perspective. Many publications address the requirements regarding integration (Brettel et al., 2014; Vogel-Heuser et al., 2009), but only a few deal with the necessary data content. What is the content of the data? Requirements found, often address sensor data (C34) (Jatzkowski and Kleinjohann, 2014) or rarely data to describe the production process of a product (C32) (Denkena et
al., 2014). Only the publication of Mertens (2014) focuses on business data (C33) as enabler for monetary evaluations and claims the reuse of concepts from the CIM era.

Efficient processing of this comprehensive data is another requirement of Industry 4.0. Decision processes in Industry 4.0 are performed by a random group of CPS that build an ad-hoc network (C41). The group builds upon individual situations and condition of environment in production, e. g. failure of a machine (Schuh et al., 2014). This requires random access on status and description of entities in production. Autonomous and decentralized control of CPS in production also require goals for decision-making. In Industry 4.0, the requirement for overall system goals ranks high in frequency. The goal is to optimize the overall value chain or rather the overall production network when decisions are made by decentralized entities (C42) (Brettel et al., 2014). This implies the requirement to access and process of data of the entire production network within decision processes. Further enhancement of decision process in Industry 4.0 require the usage of a wide range of extracted and formalized knowledge (C50) generated from historical data (Lee et al., 2014). This knowledge can be used to determine parameters or predictions for decision processes. Sensors in the operative production deliver data in cycles of milliseconds (Bauernhansl et al., 2014). As a result, there is a huge and continuously growing amount of historical data which need to be processed. The requirement for real time access on status data of CPS (C61) ranks high in frequency, but a differentiated specification of real-time is missing in this main category. Consensus in hard real-time requirements can be found in the operative production control (C64) (Lee, 2008).

5.2 Implications for Big Data solutions in Industry 4.0

The results cover a wide range of Industry 4.0 data processing requirements. We see four issues requiring high performance processing of large data volumes and appropriate Big Data approaches.

1. Large and continuously growing amount of data: The comprehensive data integration (vertical, horizontal, lifecycle) (C20) generates Big Data to access and process. The data comprises of active data (e.g. status and description of entities in the operative production) and growing passive or past data from the life cycle of entities (e.g. sensor data from machines).

2. Knowledge processing: Processing of a large and complex amount of past data (e.g. sensor data) for analytics, mining and prognosis (C50) to enhance decision-making and for optimization.

3. Random access on data: Individual situations and events in production are trigger for CPS to build ad-hoc networks for decision-making (C41). This requires random access on status and description of all entities within the overall production network (C42).

4. Real-time access and processing: Operative production requires real-time control and decision-making (C60). Decision processes have to consider overall system goals and optimization (C42). This requires processing of comprehensive models (C44) and accessing network data, in real-time.

Comparing these four issues with the capabilities of Big Data solutions (Table 1) leads to the finding, that two unique Big Data approaches are necessary. The issues form two general Big Data use cases with fundamental differences regarding access and processing patterns and underlying data. The first use case Data Mining handles time consuming data analytics, mining and prognosis on large amounts of passive data (C50). Real-time queries and random access on data are not crucial in this case. This requires Big Data solutions that support batch processing and distributed computing e.g. Hadoop HDFS with MapReduce. The second use case Entity Access performs ad-hoc queries on entity data from the overall network for operative decision-making (C40, C60). This requires Big Data solutions that support real time queries and random access. Depending on infrastructure and application scenario Cassandra, MongoDB or SimpleDB could be a relevant software solution. Both use cases have a general character and require individual adaption to the context of application.
Use Case | Data Mining | Entity Access
--- | --- | ---
Description | Analytics, mining and prognosis on past data for enhanced decision-making and for optimization. | Ad-hoc access and processing of actual entity data from the overall network for operative decision-making.
Related category | C50 | C40, C60
Data | Passive (e.g. sensor data) | Active (e.g. status, description of entities)
Data amount | Growing | Constant
Real-time queries | No | Yes
Random access | No | Yes
Software solution | e.g. Hadoop HDFS + MapReduce | e.g. Cassandra, MongoDB or SimpleDB

Table 4. Characteristics of identified use cases for Big Data applications in Industry 4.0.

6 Limitations

There are possible limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the results. The analysed publications are limited to specified sources and search terms. Further sources and terms might be relevant, e.g. from neighbouring scientific disciplines. Not all aspects of Industry 4.0 which might contribute to data processing requirements were considered, e.g. data security or IT-architecture. Additionally the building of categories might be biased by the selected method and the author’s background and insights. The calculation of reliability following Holsti (1969), neglects effects of aggregation and number of categories. Only a brief overview is given on characteristics of representative Big Data software solutions and the high level assignment might not suit to individual use cases.

7 Conclusions

Industry 4.0 stands for the 4th Industrial revolution and the new production paradigm of autonomous and decentralized control. It involves a new level of data integration and data processing in industrial production. The structured elaboration of data processing requirements is essential for appropriate application of solution-components (e.g. Internet of Things, Cloud or Big Data) and for the further development and implementation of Industry 4.0. Surprisingly, data processing requirements or general requirements of Industry 4.0 are rarely subject of current research publications. The majority of publications addresses Industry 4.0 from a technological point of view, highlighting new possibilities without elaboration of requirements.

This research provides a category scheme for data processing requirements of Industry 4.0. The scheme can be used to match requirements and capabilities of solution-components to get new insights of necessary application. For Big Data and high performance processing of large data volumes in Industry 4.0, we identified the two general use cases Data Mining and Entity Access, requiring unique Big Data approaches. The latter has not yet been described in the context of Industry 4.0.

The identified Big Data use cases are representatives that need to be adapted to the individual context of application. Further research is needed for a complete and detailed description of data processing requirements of Industry 4.0, to fully understand implications on IT-infrastructure and IT-solution-components. This could result in a framework for data processing requirements of Industry 4.0.
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